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a b s t r a c t

Most of the plastics produced worldwide are finally disposed into the environment, most of them being
one-use plastic packaging. Once released, plastics may undergone degradation through several agents,
such as solar radiation, mechanical forces, and microbial action. Weathered plastics and microplastics
(MPs) collected from the marine environment show considerable physical and chemical differences
regarding their pristine counterparts; most notably on their surface, where spectrometric measurements
are done. Hence, it is crucial to consider aging for their correct identification and quantification in
environmental monitoring. Five of the most common polymers employed worldwide for packaging
(LDPE, HDPE, PS, PP and PET) were weathered in a pilot-scale system simulating dry and marine con-
ditions for more than 10 weeks. Aliquots were withdrawn periodically to monitor their weathering
processes by means of infrared spectrometry and scanning electron microscopy; their spectra were
compared and band ratios calculated. Results showed that an individual study of each polymer is
necessary since degradation pathways and products depend on the polymer type. Moreover, including
spectra of weathered polymers in the spectral libraries to obtain reliable identifications in microplastics
pollution studies was critical.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The world production of plastics surpassed the 320 million tons
(Mt) level in 2016. Most of them are intended for packaging, being
this sector the largest consumer of plastics (39.9%). Packing is
dominated by polyethylene (PE) (29.8%) followed by polypropylene
(PP) (19.3%), polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (7.4%) and poly-
styrene (PS) (6.7%). Together, they account for z60% of the plastic
niategui-Lorenzo).
demand in Europe [1]. As an unfortunate consequence of the
ubiquitous use of plastics, the amount of packaging waste is
growing in European countries. For instance, the total domestic
production of packaging waste in Spain has increased from 5.8 Mt
in 1997 to 7.2 Mt in 2016, with similar trends in other UE countries
[2]. Consequently, these materials largely contribute to the gener-
ation of litter and it is estimated that between 5 and 13 Mt leak into
the World’s oceans every year [3,4].

Microplastics (MPs) appear in the environment both as manu-
facturedmicroplastics (primarymicroplastics) and as a result of the
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continuous weathering of plastic litter, which yields progressively
smaller plastic fragments (secondary microplastics). MPs are
defined as any synthetic solid particle or polymeric matrix, with
regular or irregular shape andwith size ranging from1 mm to 5mm,
of either primary or secondary manufacturing origin, which are
insoluble in water [5].

Nowadays, it is well known that weathered MPs differ signifi-
cantly from their pristine counterparts, mainly on their physico-
chemical properties (e.g., size, color, crystallinity, mechanical
properties and oxygen-containing groups) [6]. This is so because,
once released to the environment, plastics andMPsmay undergone
degradation through several agents, such as solar radiation, me-
chanical forces, and microbial action [4]. Degradation of plastic
polymers can proceed by either abiotic or biotic pathways. In
general, the former precedes the latter, and is initiated thermally,
hydrolytically, or by UV-light when released in the environment
[3]. However, not all degradation pathways are effective on all
polymer types.

It is worth understanding how plastics and the environmental
conditions interact. Plastics degrade because of this interaction and
usually their surface properties change accordingly, resulting in the
creation of new functional groups or modification of existing ones.
Then, plastics continue interacting with the environment and biota,
which in turn modify also the surface, thus yielding a dynamic
situation with ever-continuous changes [7]. It was shown, for
example, that weathering of MPs promotes their ingestion by
marine zooplankton [8,9] or mussels [10]. Besides altering the
uptake, aging of MPs can influence its behavior in the water column
and subsequent bioavailability through e.g. increased sinking rates
or facilitating aggregation [8].

Many analytical techniques are available nowadays to charac-
terize MPs although they can yield inconsistent results, somehow
because MPs may contain copolymers and additives [11]. In
particular the large diversity of the latter, as well as their different
photooxidation and biodegradation routes, make the accurate
identification of MPs pretty challenging [12]. The most frequent
analytical techniques to identify and/or quantify MPs are based in
spectrometry, microscopy and/or thermal analysis, being the most
common approach the use of Fourier transform infrared spec-
trometry in the medium range (FTIR or mid-IR) [13]. It offers a
simple, efficient, cost-effective, reagent-free and non-destructive
way to identify and to distinguish polymers [14]. As IR spectral
signatures relate to characteristic chemical moieties, some of which
vary during weathering, this technique is a suitable tool to under-
stand how aging affects the surface and chemical structure of MPs
and therefore their interactions with the environment.

It is worth noting that the unequivocal identification of the type
of polymer is usually not possible. Some reports described the
misidentification of approximately 20% of the particles initially
considered as microplastics by visual observation, which were
subsequently identified as aluminium silicate from coal ash using
scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM). In other works, 32% of visually
counted microplastic particles below 100 mm were not confirmed
asmicroplastics after micro-Ramanmeasurements and up to 70% of
particles had been erroneously identified as microplastics as
confirmed after FTIR analysis [4]. Another relevant misidentifica-
tion cause is the lack of comprehensive spectra of weathered
plastics in the common databases. Weathering-related changes in
the IR spectra difficult the correct match of the spectra of the par-
ticles when they are compared to most commercial IR polymer
libraries.

The focus of this work is to characterize the weathering of the
most abundant plastics found in the environment: the packaging
materials. To this aim, pristine polymers of PE, PP, PS and PET were
weathered under controlled, standardized conditions simulating
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the natural ones (oceanic and shoreline conditions) and their
changes were monitored using ATR (attenuated total reflectance)-
FTIR and SEM. Then, selected band ratios were calculated to
monitor and study their behavior. In the literature, few works
tackled the environmental weathering of microplastics. Some of
them presented theoretical works [3,6], others used simulated
weathering conditions [15,16], and others studied the effects of
weathering on MPs found in the environment [7,17,18].

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge this is the first time a
study focused on a systematic characterization of the effects of
weathering under controlled simulated environmental conditions,
on the IR spectra of microplastics of the five polymers most widely
used for packaging. This study is expected to contribute to improve
the identification and quantification of MPs and, therefore, to help
achieving more reliable analytical data on the occurrence and fate
of microplastics in the marine environment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Instrumentation

FTIR measurements were done using a 400 FT-IR/FT-NIR Perki-
nElmer Spectrometer (4000-650 cm�1, 4 cm�1 nominal resolution,
Beer-Norton strong apodization, 50 scans per spectrum, back-
ground-, depth-penetration- and baseline-corrected) equipped
with a horizontal one-bounce diamond crystal (Miracle ATR, Pike).
An ad-hoc polymer library was generated for the identification and
comparison of polymer particles.

SEM microscopy was done by means of a JEOL JSM 6400 device,
after coating the MPs surfaces with a layer of gold. Because the
surface textures of the weathered plastic pellets and powder grains
are heterogeneous, visualization was repeated at different surface
sites and at different grains. Comparisons among the surface tex-
tures of virgin and weathered MPs were done.

2.2. Sample description

The pristine materials (pellets and powder) were developed
within the framework of the BASEMAN project (EU JPI Oceans
Program), which considered the nine most frequent polymers
found in the environment. They were provided by the Universit€at of
Bayreuth (Germany) in two forms: powder (average size ca.
300 mm) and pellets (average size ca. 3 mm). HDPE (high density
polyethylene) was from LyondellBasell, commercial name Lupolen
4261 AG UV, density and melting temperature were 0.945 g cm�3

and 130 �C. LDPE (low density polyethylene) was from Lyondell-
Basell, commercial name Lupolen 1800P, density and melting
temperature were 0.918 g cm�3 and 105 �C. PET (Polyethylene
Terephthalate) was from Neogroup, commercial name Neopet 80,
melting temperature was 248 �C. PP (polypropylene) was from
Borealis, commercial name HL508FB, melting temperature 158 �C.
PS (polystyrene) was from INEOS Styrolution, commercial name,
Styrolution PS 158 N/L, density 1.04 g cm�3.

Aliquots of each form of each plastic were weathered for 10
weeks in a low-cost pilot system under standardized, controlled
conditions simulating both marine and dry conditions (the system
was designed to simulate solar irradiation at medium latitude).
More specific and comprehensive details can be found elsewhere
[19].

Briefly, for marine weathering simulation 750 mL of seawater,
100 mL of siliceous sand and 10 g of powder or 20 g of pellets were
placed into 1 L Pyrex cylinders with constant aeration and agitation
and were exposed to two HQI-TS 2510W/NDLmetal-halide bulbs in
zenital and ground level positions (illuminance: 12,200 lumen/m2,
irradiance on air 60� 10�2 W/m2, on seawater 25� 10�2 W/m2). In
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addition, weathering in dry conditions was carried out using 10 g
powder or 20 g pellets in 12 cm diameter Petri dishes exposed to
the same system. The content of each Petri dish was mixed every
day and the locations of the dishes were interchanged each three
days. This kind of weathering was made to simulate weathering
under dry conditions (i.e., at the highest top location of beaches).
Control samples were also considered (pellets and powder sub-
merged in seawater at dark) and they were sampled with the same
periodicity.

Aliquots were drawn weekly from the weathering system and
measured by ATR-FTIR and SEM. The surface of the pellets and
powder grains is very heterogeneous, so 5 pellets and 3 aliquots of
grains of each polymer were measured and their spectra averaged.
The variability associated to the measurement of the pellets was
higher for seawater conditions, as expected because of the faster
evolution suffered by the pellets in those conditions. On the con-
trary, the reproducibility of the powder measurement was lower
Fig. 1. General overview of the ATR-FTIR spectr
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than 5% (RSD). This has been indicated along the index graphs (see
supplementary material and explanations below). To simplify the
explanations, only the results corresponding to the odd samples
(i.e., a sample per fortnight) will be presented here.
3. Results and discussion

Three major IR spectral regions reflecting weathering-related
changes were identified in previous researches: hydroxyl groups
(broad peaks from3100 to 3700 cm�1, centered at 3300e3400 cm�1),
alkenes, or carbon double bonds (1600e1680 cm�1), and carbonyl
groups (1690e1810 cm�1, centered at 1715 cm�1) [6,15,17,20]. Fig. 1
shows that in general these bands become modified also in the pre-
sent study for the five polymers. Relevant differences are seen quite
easily between the pristine and weathered spectra for the different
weathering setups and they are resumed schematically in Table 1.
Theseweathering trends have been also observed inmarine samples
a of the pristine and weathered polymers.
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collected in coastal sites, as is exemplified in Fig. 2.
In addition, several common band ratios (indices) related to the

hydroxyl, carbon-oxygen, and carbonyl functional groups were
calculated as the ratio of the maximum absorbance value for the
characteristic spectral band relative to the value of a reference peak.
For the latter 2920 cm�1 was selected as it changed very little with
weathering, which agrees with previous reports [15].

In the next sections, the results for each polymer will be dis-
played ealong with complementary information in the supple-
mentary material- and, finally, some general conclusions will be
reported.

3.1. Low and high density polyethylene (LDPE and HDPE)

Exceptional thermal and chemical properties combined with
excellent processability make PE one of the most extensively used
synthetic polymers. Indeed it is frequently reported as the most
common polymer found in the marine environment [17,21e27].
The weathering of PE is known to have a strong damaging effect on
its chemical and mechanical properties [28]. Physical features like
color, shape, surface texture, and other visual characteristics that
may contribute to visually distinguishing MPs from other particles,
as it was done frequently to separate them from other components
of the sample [4], change highly with weathering. One of the most
common forms of the polymer, HDPE, contains linear chains with
minimal branching while another common form, LDPE, is highly
branched. Increasing branching reduces PE density, with HDPE and
LDPE showing densities ranging 0.94e0.97 g cm�3 and
0.90e0.94 g cm�3, respectively [14]. Its low density, that allows its
separation from themarine matrices by current flotationwith NaCl,
and its characteristic bands in the FTIR spectra, makes this kind of
plastic easily identifiable.

The IR spectra of LDPE and HDPE can be distinguished thanks to
the presence of the branched methyl groups (in LDPE) yielding a
peak at 1377 cm�1 [14,15]. Nevertheless, their spectra evolve
differently, especially in the 1800-600 cm�1 region (Fig. 3), thus
complicating their identification. For LDPE new bands at 1780-1710,
1410, 1320 and 1170 cm�1 appeared as weathering progressed
which were not present (or less defined) in HDPE. However, bands
at 1646 and 1526 cm�1 were only seen (or well defined) in HDPE.
This indicates that both PE types have different aging pathways.
These absorption bands suggest that more than one oxidation
product is formed during PE degradation.

Ketones, carboxylic acids, and carbon-carbon double bonds are
the three major functional groups that appear during PE photo-
degradation, being the formation of carbonyl and vinyl groups a
direct indication of main chain scission [3]. This can be seen in
Fig. 3, where the main changes are the formation of new bands at
3370, 1710, 1640, 1170 and 1100 cm�1, which correspond to the
formation of those groups. Those bands broaden as weathering
advance, so that they clearly transform the spectrum of pristine PE.
These results agree with previous works [3,15,29e32].

The evolution of the indices mentioned at the onset of this
section were also different for LDPE and HDPE (see supplementary
material, SM1 and SM2, pellets and powder respectively). The
weathering processes seem faster and more pronounced for LDPE
despite a general increase in all calculated indices for both types of
PE can be seen. For LDPE, there is a remarkable different evolution
between the marine conditions and the dry or darkness (control)
treatment. This points towards more pronounced chemical changes
for MPs weathered under marine conditions. Such a difference is
not so noticeable for HDPE, whose indices evolve more or less
similarly through all types of aging. Dry aging appear as the slowest
and smoothest process for both types of PE. This evolution co-
incides with previous reports where it was found that the stability



Fig. 2. Spectrum of PP (A) and PS (B) microplastics encountered in coastal sites samples. When the library without weathered spectra was used to identify the MPs, no match was
found.
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against oxidation was higher for HDPE than for LDPE [29].
It is worth noting that the indices do not have a steady behavior,

as it is the case for the other polymers. This can be explained in
different ways. It may be due, for example, to the formation of
volatile compounds that would expose a part of the polymers that
has not been exposed before. Another possibility is that as the
plastic gets more brittle with aging, it breaks and exposes the
newer, less weathered plastic from its interior [15]. Also, the
numerous fractures and holes formed during aging expose the
pristine parts of the MPs. In any case, this highlights the fact that
estimating the time the plastic was in the environment using the
infrared spectrum is very complicated and unreliable due to the
multiple factors involved on aging. It is also noteworthy that this
study is based on the polymers developed for the BASEMAN proj-
ect, which incorporated minimum amounts of additives, as they
might inhibit the effects of aging if they were present.

SEM images of HDPE and LDPE powder and pellets are shown in
supplementary material, figures SM3 and SM4. For HDPE powder,
in which the surface of the pristine polymer is very rough, holes
and fractures are observed in the aged powder. In addition, the
profile of the surface changes as it becomes flatter and smoother,
probably due to mechanical degradation. It is also observed that
some salt crystals grown in the holes formed at the powder grains
weathered in marine conditions. A lot of cracks, fractures and
crystalline formations are observed in the surface of weathered
HDPE pellets.

With regard to LDPE, weathered powder shows clear surface
changes associated mainly to flakes formation, especially during
marine weathering (see SM4). For powder aged under dry
183
conditions the roughness of the surface increased. For pellets
submerged in seawater the surface appears plenty of crystalline
formations and their roughness increases. For pellets weathered
under dry conditions the main change observed is the formation of
flakes (SM4).

3.2. Polypropylene (PP)

PP is an attractivematerial for packaging due to its lowcost, high
tensile strength, glossy and versatility [33]. It is less stable than PE
because every other carbon atom in the backbone is a tertiary
carbon that is more prone to abiotic attack than the secondary
carbons found in PE [3]. PP photodegradation leads to a molecular
weight reduction and the formation of new functional moieties,
especially carbonyl groups (1150-1850 cm�1), hydroperoxides
(3370 and 3240 cm�1) and alkanes like pentane, 2-methyl-1-
pentene and 2,4-dimethyl-1-heptene [3]. Most of these features
are seen in the IR spectra of weathered PP, as it is exemplified in
Fig. 4. The spectrum of the aged PP shows strong differences with
the pristine one, most notably at 3370 and 3240 cm�1 (hydroxyl
groups), 1640 cm�1 (C¼O and C¼C bonds), 1530 cm�1 (C¼O ke-
tones), 1440 cm�1 (carboxylic acids), 1140 cm�1 (alkanes),
1100 cm�1 (C-O bond) and 720 cm�1 (CH2). This coincides fully with
previous researches [15,34] and pellets collected in the marine
environment (Fig. 2). Note that the entire 1550e1810 cm�1 range
was referred to as the “carbonyl groups”, because of the strong
overlap of several C¼O containing functional groups here.

The hydroxyl, carbon-oxygen bonds and carbonyl group indices
were calculated in the same way as for PE. Their profiles show



Fig. 3. ATR-FTIR spectral differences between weathered LDPE and HDPE (continues in next page). A) Superimposed overall spectra. B) Stacked view of selected spectra and regions
of weathering bands.
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(SM5) that the most extensive weathering for PP occurs under
marine conditions, especially for pellets. For PP in powder form, the
three aging processes lead to very similar profiles, being dry aging
the slowest one.

For pellets, the three indices show similar temporal patterns,
with increases up to the fourth-sixth week and, then, a sudden
decrease and a final rise (SM5). This agrees with reports that stated
that PP photo-oxidation produces significant amounts of low
molecular-weight products that can migrate from the polymeric
matrix to the atmosphere surrounding thematerial. Acetic acid was
identified as the most abundant product of these low molecular-
weight compounds [35]. These previous studies allow us to hy-
pothesize that the acetic acid formed during the first stages of
weathering gets trapped in the polymer somehow, where it accu-
mulates and participates in the absorption band of the carbonyl
184
groups. The remaining acetic acid migrates and evaporates toward
water or the gas phase. As a consequence, part of the carbonyl
groups formed during aging may not be detected when measuring
the polymer.

SEM images of weathered PP (SM6) revealed a lot of cracks,
fractures and holes, where crystalline formations were formed.
Although the surface of pristine PP is already rough due to the
fabrication procedure, roughness increased with weathering. The
surface of PP pellets aged during 10 weeks in dry conditions
showed evidences of stretching and tearing, instead of the “clean”
fractures that can be observed in pellets weathered at marine
conditions. Pellets and powder weathered under marine conditions
presentedmultiple crystalline formations grown onto their surface,
likely increasing the size and number of cracks and holes.



Fig. 4. Comparison of the ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine and weathered PP (pellets and powder) under simulated marine conditions.
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3.3. Polystyrene (PS)

Polystyrene, one of the most important materials in the modern
plastic industry, is used worldwide because of its excellent physical
properties and low-cost. When polystyrene is subjected to UV
irradiation in the presence of air, it undergoes a rapid yellowing and
a gradual embrittlement [36]. Since it is mainly used for
manufacturing of single-use products, a large portion of post-
consumer production ends up into landfills or into oceans and re-
mains there for several hundred years due to their resilience to
degradation [37]. PS has various photodegradation mechanisms,
due to its large UV absorption and subsequent formation of more
stable tertiary carbon radicals. Photodegradation of PS is initiated
by the absorption of UV radiation by the aromatic ring [38].

The IR spectra of weathered PS indicates (Table 1 and Fig. 5) the
reduction of several bands and the appearance of several new ones.
Some of them overlap in the fingerprint region so that the identi-
fication of weathered PS particles found in the environment be-
comes difficult. From our experience, ca. 70% of the PS particles
identified in our laboratory became missed or unidentified with
standard commercial databases. A homemade polymer database
including spectra of weathered PS (and other polymers) allowed
the correct identification of the particles in our samples (Fig. 2).

The main changes observed in the spectra of weathered PS
correspond to (Fig. 5) the formation of new bands at 3360-
3240 cm�1 (hydroxyl group), 1640 cm�1 (C¼C or C¼O groups) and
z1100 cm�1 (C-O bonds).

The three indices studied in this paper, indicate that the
degradation rate of PS pellets under simulated marine conditions is
remarkably higher than under dry or dark (control) weathering
185
(SM7). The indices have the same trend. Initially, they increase fast,
especially for pellets under marine conditions, and after the first
fortnight they decrease. This can be due to successive formation
and loss of volatile compounds (styrene, such as dimer and trimer,
benzene, ethylbenzene, methylstyrene, phenol, benzyl alcohol,
benzaldehyde, ketones (acetophenone) and benzoic acid), origi-
nated in the weathering process and to new cross-linking [3,36].
Another possibility, mentioned above for PE, is that the weathered
surface of PS breaks and exposes the newer, less weathered inside
[15]. Dry and darkness weathering processes were much slower
than marine conditions and both maintain an upward trend.

SEM images (SM8) showed that marine weathering was more
aggressive than the others. In effect, the weathered surface pre-
sented many holes, cracks, fractures and flakes along with some
crystalline formations. This contrasts to pristine PS, which shows
only some marks from the manufacture process (in the powder
form). When PS weathered in dry conditions, flakes and elonga-
tions as fine filaments were visible in the aged surface. It seems that
the surface degradation is larger in the powder form than in pellets.

3.4. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET)

The aromatic ring coupled with the short aliphatic chain makes
PET a stiffer molecule than other aliphatic polymers, such as
polyolefins or polyamide. The lack of segmental mobility in the
polymer chains results in relatively high thermal stability [39]. The
overall spectral profile of weathered PET is not too different from
pristine PET, being its identification by IR still relatively simple.
Despite new weak bands relative to formation/cleavage of bonds
can be seen in the weathered spectra, the main bands that



Fig. 5. Comparison of the ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine and weathered PS (pellets and powder) under simulated marine conditions.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine and weathered PET (pellets), under simulated marine conditions.
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characterize this polymer in the fingerprint region (1500 -
500 cm�1) remain almost unchanged (although some of them
showed different intensities). Therefore, the IR spectra of weath-
ered PET gets still good matches when compared against usual
databases.

PET photodegradation results in both hydroxyl and carboxylic
end-groups along with carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
[3,7,40]. This explains the development of a new spectral band at
1680 cm�1 linked to C¼C and carboxylic acids in benzene rings
(Fig. 6) and the rising trend of the carbonyl index (SM9).
186
The hydroxyl and C¼O indices for pellets and powder show a
rising trend (SM9). The weathering of PET powder in marine con-
ditions (and also the control samples) presents fluctuating values
for the indices while dry weathering has a more progressive and
homogeneous rising evolution. Again, the reason could be that due
to weathering, the most eroded, aged surface breaks and less aged
inner parts become exposed [15]. The eC-O index remains essen-
tially stable with aging or with only slight reductions, for all
weathering setups.

The SEM images (SM10) revealed that the surface of non-
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degraded PETMPswas quite smooth, without cracks, holes and free
of major noticeable characteristics. Only pristine powder presents a
slightly rough surface, likely due to the mechanical forces required
during its production. The most evident changes were observed for
PET weathered under marine conditions, as the IR spectra and
related indices put forward. Hence, it seems that this setup yields
the most weathered MPs. In effect, the surface of those samples
became rough, with fractures, cracks, cavities and holes, as well as
some crystalline formations embedded in the surface. On the
contrary, dry weathering produced almost no relevant visible ef-
fects on the surfaces.

4. Conclusions

It was seen that microplastics underwent weathering once
released in the environment. Chemical changes occur mostly at
their surface thus making their identification by FTIR challenging.
These alterations must be taken into account when FTIR is used to
identify the polymers and to monitor their aging. Remarkably, new
spectral bands due to chemical changes can overlap with the most
characteristic identification ones. In general, spectral indices are
not adequate to quantify the aging time of plastics because their
behaviours are not linear.

LDPE and HDPE evolve differently, especially in the fingerprint
region. New bands appear for LDPE which are not present (or less
defined) in HDPE. However, bands at 1646 and 1526 cm�1 are only
seen (or well defined) for HDPE. The new bands broaden as
weathering advances and clearly transform the spectrum of pris-
tine PE. Weathering is more intense under marine conditions
(although such a difference was not so noticeable for HDPE).

Aged PP shows strong differences with the pristine counterpart,
more remarkable for pellets under marine conditions.

Weathered PS presents new overlapping spectral bands in the
fingerprint region so that its identification becomes difficult.
Weathering is more noticeable under simulated marine conditions.

Weathered PET remains rather simple to identify because its
spectral shape is not too different from pristine PET.

Hence, it is concluded that the evolution of each studied poly-
mer has to be considered independently and that the incorporation
of weathered spectra of the polymers within the searching data-
bases is necessary to get a reliable chemical identification of the
microplastics.
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